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Introduction
Prevent, and other counter-’extremism’ initiatives in Britain are not about preventing violence, but 
about preventing Islam. 

We are aware this is bold statement to make when no one can failed to have noticed the terrible
violent attacks that have occurred in the UK in the past few years. 

But it is a statement that this short paper seeks to explain in a clear and robust way. 

Since ‘9/11’ in 2001 Muslims have not just faced pursuance on security matters, but in relation to 
their Islamic beliefs and identity as well. This is apparent in the constant scrutiny they face, the 
regular negative media coverage, as well as the statements and actions of politicians.

So how should our community deal with all this, let alone find a positive path forward? Identifying
a problem is not, by itself, sufficient faced with this situation. 

In 2002, we in Hizb ut-Tahrir Britain held a conference raising a discussion about the role for
Muslims in the West - just one year after the 9/11 attacks. Then in 2003, we highlighted how 
Muslims in Britain were being encouraged to adopt secular values in the form of a ‘European 
Islam’. Later, in the run up to the general election in 2005, we built upon this, offering some positive 
examples of how the Muslim community could adopt a self-reliant, positive, Islamic agenda in the 
UK. 

After the attacks in London in July 2005, the government’s tone became more harsh and pressure 
on the community increased significantly. Even though there was a consensus from Muslims that 
such attacks were haram, the government response was to condemn aspects of Islam for the attacks, 
rather than to address the foreign policy that the attackers cited as their motive. The government 
changed from ‘encouraging’ a change in values to an aggressive programme of assimilation under 
the guise of a security policy.

Again we tried to highlight the way in this was being done. In 2007, we published a report to show 
how arguments about ‘radicalisation’ and ‘extremism’ in the ‘War on Terror’ were being manipulated 
and politicised. Then, in 2008 we published a paper addressing how the government’s policies for 
‘Community Cohesion’ were being linked to the policy of ‘Preventing Violent Extremism’ - but both 
seemed more about suppressing Islam. We analysed the progress of this policy three years later 
in 2011, in a report about the future for Muslims in the West, showing how specific Islamic ideas 
were being targeted and again suggesting a positive course of action for Muslims in the UK.

What has become clear to us, over the past 16 years is that the terms ‘terrorism’ and ‘Muslim’, and 
‘extremism’ and ‘Islam’, are used synonymously in terms of policy for the British government in 
relation to policies linked to security and identity. 

This briefing paper builds upon sixteen years of following these policies closely where we have 
rightly predicted the direction of policy. It aims to highlight the most important points about 
‘counter-extremism’ strategy today (most obviously Prevent) - to help our community make sense 
of it and again give some direction of a way forward - a direction that requires detailed discussion 
at a local level.

We hope to continue to discuss these matters across the UK in a series of roundtable meetings 
and public talks, to widen understanding and to help our community move forward in a united 
manner.

We also welcome serious debate from those who disagree with our understanding of this policy - 
or indeed other aspects of Islam in relation to the current distorted debate. 

We pray Allah accepts it from us and brings benefit through this effort.

Hizb ut-Tahrir Britain
21-Shaban-1439 / 7-May-2018
www.hizb.org.uk



What is Prevent?
Prevent is one part of Britain’s counter-terror strategy called ‘Contest’ [1]. The other three arms, Pursue, 
Protect and Prepare are in some way related to directly stopping or reducing the harm from any violent attack 
on large numbers of people. These are similar to any security measures that any state across the world might 
take to protect its citizens. But Prevent is not about targeting criminal violence and ‘terror’. It is about ideas.

Prevent claims it is about stopping people from becoming ‘terrorists’ or supporting ‘terrorism’ by identifying 
signs of ‘extremism’ and ‘radicalisation’- then referring people to a ‘deradicalisation’ programme known as 
‘Channel’ [2].

So, Prevent is about ideas and beliefs.
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What are some of the problems
with Prevent?
• There is no solid evidence to support Prevent theory [4].
• Vague definitions means policy and law has become politicised: ‘Extremism’, ‘radicalisation’ and

‘terrorism’ are all vague terms without any clear legal meanings - so they can and have been used against
legitimate beliefs and situations. For example, saying ‘Allahu Akbar’ or similar Islamic expressions can
be seen as ‘extreme’ by some people [5]; improvement of behaviour and dressing differently have been
highlighted in advice about ‘radicalisation’ [6]; believing in the legitimate defence of people against
oppressors by armed resistance in Palestine and Kashmir has been called ‘extremism’ [7]; wearing a t-shirt
praising a noble Companion of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص was called ‘inappropriate’ by teachers [8].

• In practical terms Prevent has been about preventing Islam more than anything else.

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counter-terrorism-strategy-contest-2018
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/channel-guidance 
3 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/may/24/anti-radicalisation-chief-says-ministers-plans-risk-creating-thought-police
4 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5176288/ 
5 http://metro.co.uk/2017/11/04/muslims-want-to-reclaim-allahu-akbar-from-extremists-7053581/ 
https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/health__social_care/children_and_family_care/keeping_children_safe.aspx 
6 https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/health__social_care/children_and_family_care/keeping_children_safe.aspx 
7 https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2009/feb/17/counterterrorism-strategy-muslims 
8 http://www.preventwatch.org/t-shirt-case/ 

“Prevent is not about
targeting criminal
violence and ‘terror’”.

2

“These proposals will serve to alienate communities and
undermine free speech” Sir Peter Fahy, former chief constable of Greater Manchester and

policing lead for Prevent. [3]
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“Prevent is not about
targeting criminal
violence and ‘terror’”.

3

“These proposals will serve to alienate communities and
undermine free speech” 

In February 2016, an 8 year old primary school 
pupil was questioned by his teacher and referred 
to social services (under Prevent). Why? For 
wearing a t-shirt on a school trip with the logo 
“I want to be like Abu Bakr as-Siddiq”. Social 

workers asked him questions including:
“What do you have to do to go to paradise?”
“What about people of other religions, do they 

go to paradise?”
“What about Christians, do they go to hell fire?”

Inspiration... meets

intimidation



How can you say there is no solid 
evidence to back Prevent?
There are several reasons to say this:

• The ‘conveyor belt’ theory is discredited [9]. This is the idea, first pushed in the US, that there are a series
of ideas starting from ‘less extreme to more extreme’ that then end in violence.

• Over many years a series of arguments - even from within the British government - have said this theory
is not correct. A 2016 report titled Eroding Trust: The UK’s Prevent Counter-Extremism Strategy in Health
and Education by Open Society Justice Initiative states:

• Furthermore, in 2008 MI5’s own research concluded there is no link between how religious someone is
and their risk of violence; and that ‘a large number of those involved in terrorism do not practise their faith
regularly’ [10] and ‘that there was no single pathway to terrorism and that it was impossible to develop a
typical profile of the British terrorist; and that most terrorists were not “Islamic fundamentalists” [9].

• Former-CIA officer and psychologist Marc Sageman has said “with each new terrorist incident we realize
that we are no closer to answering our original question about what leads people to turn to political violence”
and that many practitioner-driven programmes are “based on flawed lay understanding of radicalization”
[9] and that governments should “stop being brainwashed by this notion of ‘radicalisation’. There is no such
thing. Some people when they’re young acquire extreme views; many of them just grow out of them” [11].

• There have been concerns raised about the science behind Prevent from the Royal College of Psychiatrists
[12] and prominent figures in the Faculty of Public Health UK [13], academics and experts [14]. Writing
in the respected medical journal The Lancet, John Middleton, the President of the UK Faculty of Public
Health, said that ‘The Royal College of Psychiatrists has expressed concerns about the “variable quality
of the evidence underpinning” the Prevent strategy and called for the government to publish the evidence
underpinning the ERG 22+” [13]

• In a report that is endorsed by some leading academics in the UK, the advocacy organisation CAGE has
shown how the ‘science’ underpinning Prevent has been kept secret, meaning it has not been reviewed
to the standard expected of such research studies - and that it is being used far beyond its originally
intended scope [15].

• In June 2018, it was reported that the government’s own Behavioural Insights Team (BIT), had examined
33 ‘deradicalisation’ programmes and found, by their own standards, that only two programmes were
effective and that some projects were counterproductive [16] - and this when the programmes rated
themselves as having a 99% success rate.

All of this indicates that Prevent lacks solid evidence - or goes against robust evidence to the contrary.

  9 Open Society Justice Inititiave 2016 https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/eroding-trust-20161017_0.pdf
10 https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2008/aug/20/uksecurity.terrorism1  
11 http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/05/27/sageman-interview_n_3342206.html  
12 https://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/pdf/PS04_16.pdf 
13 http://www.thelancet.com/pb/assets/raw/Lancet/pdfs/S014067361631902X.pdf 
14 https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/sep/29/anti-radicalisation-strategy-lacks-evidence-base-in-science
15 https://cage.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CAGE-Science-Pre-Crime-Report.pdf
16 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/most-programmes-to-stop-radicalisation-are-failing-0bwh9pbtd
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British government documents leaked in 2010 revealed “a clear assessment that individuals do not progress
through non-violent extremist groups to violent groups .... Extreme groups may also provide a legal ‘safety valve’ 
for extreme views” [9]. 



A 10 year old girl was referred to counter-terrorism police by her 
school because of a change in behaviour, described as possible 
‘radicalisation’, after she had been on Hajj with her family. In fact, 
she had started wearing hijab. The school said she was ‘negatively 
influencing other children’ because she had declined to draw 
images of the Prophet Isa (AS) in a religious studies class [17].

17 http://www.preventwatch.org/the-hijab-case/
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Hijab, Hajj and a
life changing trip



How can you say
Prevent is really
about preventing
Islam?
The constant linking of ‘terrorism’ to Islam:  
Just before Prevent was launched, the Prime Minister 
at the time, Tony Blair, linked ‘terrorism’ with certain 
core Islamic ideas that he called an evil ideology [18]. 
After this we have seen an almost constant focus on 
Islamic values as a problem and “British values” 
(i.e. secular liberal values) as a solution. So the more 
‘westernised’ you are, the less of a threat you are seen 
to be. But this was reinforced by Prime Minister 
David Cameron [19],  who said there needs to be a 
“muscular liberalism” to deal with ‘extremism’ [20]. 

All of this has resulted in a constant linking of Islam
and ‘extremism’ in the media and political circles, 
most prominently the fabricated ‘ Trojan Horse plot’ in 
Birmingham schools [21].

• The calling for a reformation of Islam:
Writing in 2007, former Communities Secretary,
Ruth Kelly MP, wrote that it was time for a “British
Version of Islam” saying that the government
was proposing training of Imams, curricula for
madrasahs, and new governance for mosques
overseen by the Charity Commission [22].
These calls to ‘reform’ Islam frequently appear
in the context of this security narrative. They
appeared again in a government green paper
about ‘Integrated communities’ that says that the
government would welcome Muslim communities
addressing “the need for a clearer interpretation of
Islam, for life in the UK” [23].

• Think tanks, like Civitas and RAND [24],
were amongst the first to spread ideas about
‘radicalisation’. They effectively argued that the
more Islamic you are, the more of a potential
threat you are - and that Muslims need to change
their values. In their 2003 report, The West, Islam
and Islamism, Civitas wrote: ‘It is not enough for
the vast majority of decent, peaceful, law-abiding
Muslims to renounce terror in principle, including
September 11 and similar events...If they choose
to live in Western liberal democratic societies, they
must accept the values of liberal democracy—as
Jews, Sikhs, Hindus and others have done for many
years’ [25].
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18 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4689363.stm
19 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-33192306 
20 https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pms-speech-at-munich-security-conference 
21 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/01/trojan-horse-the-real-story-behind-the-fake-islamic-plot-to-take-over-
schools 
22 https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2007/04/deep-faith-british-government 
23 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/integrated-communities-strategy-green-paper 
24 RAND organisation https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monograph_reports/2005/MR1716.sum.pdf
25 Civitas  http://www.civitas.org.uk/pdf/cs29.pdf  
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26 https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2009/feb/17/counterterrorism-strategy-muslims 
27 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160120/halltext/160120h0001.htm#16012030000590
28 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/19/government-extremism-crackdown-hurt-uk-values-peter-fahy-manchester

‘It is not enough for the vast majority of 
decent, peaceful, law-abiding Muslims 
to renounce terror in principle, including 
September 11 and similar events... If
they choose to live in Western liberal
democratic societies, they must accept
the values of liberal democracy - as
Jews, Sikhs, Hindus and others have
done for many years’. [Civitas, 2003]
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• Leaked information in the media:  In 2009, The Guardian newspaper leaked that the criteria for
‘extremism’ the government was using was one that they said ‘would alienate most Muslims’ [26].

• Statements by politicians in parliament - for example in January 2016, Sir Gerald Howarth MP
said Prevent was a ‘counter-Islamic’ strategy [27].

• Complaints by senior police officers  - that Prevent is policing thought, policing religion or
beliefs. The former police chief in charge of Prevent, Sir Peter Fahy, said  that he believed there was
a danger these policies  would turn officers into “thought police … policing religion and not just
Muslims” [28].



Preventing Islam across the 
world
These examples in the UK are just one part of a global strategy to prevent Islamic 
revival. 

In Germany [32] and the US [33] we have seen profiling of Muslims and their beliefs. 

Across Europe, we have seen bans on women’s dress, like the niqab [34]. 

In Austria we have seen the closure of mosques [35]. 

During President Trump’s visit to Saudi Arabia a new centre was opened to counter 
‘extremist messages’. Shortly afterwards US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said that 
the US was going to write new text books for the Saudi state [36].

Prevent in practice proves it is 
about Preventing Islam
The biggest evidence that Prevent is actually about preventing Islam is how it has been 
implemented in practice. 

Prevent’s implementation includes examples of Muslim children being highlighted:

• For expressing social views that are seen as illiberal [28]

• By Ofsted for having a copy of the Qur’an in their bedroom room, as a sign of
potential radicalisation [29]

• For talking about the history of Islamic civilisation [30]

• For saying ‘Allahu Akbar’ [31] wearing a t-shirt that praises Abu Bakr as-Siddiq.

These are just a few examples of many within the UK.

28 http://archbishopcranmer.com/prevent-duty-teacher-if-you-say-homosexuality-is-wrong-you-might-be-breaking-the-law/
29 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/543937/How_well_are_further_educa-
tion_and_skills_providers_implementing_the__Prevent__duty.pdf 
30 http://www.preventwatch.org/incident-presentation-on-islamic-state-concept/ 
31 http://www.preventwatch.org/cases/ 
32 http://www.spiegel.de/international/muslim-profiling-a-german-state-quizes-muslim-immigrants-on-jews-gays-and-
swim-lessons-a-397482.html 
33 https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/08/business/traveling-while-muslim-complicates-air-travel.html 
34 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-13038095 
35 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/06/08/austria-shuts-down-seven-mosques-in-what-it-
says-is-just-the-beginning-of-a-crackdown/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.8fb8fe6ab08b
36 https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4684129/tillerson-saudi-textbooks 
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Why would they want to Prevent 
Islamic Revival?

Islam doesn’t threaten people’s lives.  

The revival of Islam on the world stage would mean the resources of the Muslim world could not be exploited 
by colonial states and the powerful corporations whose interests they uphold. 

The revival of Islam as a global power would mean the Islamic world could present a different way of living in 
the world, that doesn’t exploit people, offering an alternative civilisation for humanity. 

This explains the demonisation of the political aspects of Islam - especially the idea of Khilafah (the Caliphate), 
because this was the way these aspects of Islam were implemented - and that would challenge the existing 
power structures in today’s world [37].

The last time such an alternative civilisation was present was when Islam was represented through the Ottoman 
state, destroyed after World War One by the colonial powers. 

Its destruction has left the Middle East in turmoil for almost a century - a matter that explains much of the 
‘blowback’ across the world.

(NB The term ‘blowback’ refers to the idea that policies created in London, Paris and Washington, which have 
destabilised the Muslim world, have led to the acts of violence that threaten innocent civilians within Britain, 
Europe and the United States). 
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37 http://www.hizb.org.uk/resources/whitepapers/ 
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A global policy for over a century
The policy to de-Islamicise and weaken the Muslim world has been ongoing for more than a century. 

Counter-‘extremism’ policies like Prevent have to be seen in this context.

• The division of Muslim lands after the Sykes-Picot accord of 1916 between Britain and France.
• The destruction of the Ottoman Caliphate after World War One, and the secularisation programmes

started by Mustafa Kemal in Turkey in the 1920s demanded by the colonial powers.
• The creation of the Zionist occupation of Palestine after the period of British occupation known as the

‘mandate’ under the League of Nations.
• The war in Afghanistan in 2001 that destabilised the war-torn country and introduced terror and

bloodshed into Pakistan on an unprecedented scale, in the name of bringing ‘freedom and democracy’
• The Gulf Wars in 1991 and 2003) and their destructive aftermaths.
• The maintenance of proxy-regimes in the region, almost lost during the Arab Spring, leading to the

subsequent bloodbath in Syria to save the regime.

All of these were elements a global policy that aimed to keep the Muslim world divided, weak, fighting, 
ruled by the corrupt and tyrannical - rather than allow the revival of Islam as a global presence to challenge 
global capitalism.

Whether the efforts to prevent the rise of Khilafah across the Muslim world by these proxy-regimes; or 
pressure to change laws on the ‘finality of Prophethood’ in Pakistan; or reforms to the Saudi education 
system, boasted about by US Secretary of State Tillerson; or preventing support for oppressed Muslims in 
Palestine, Kashmir, Syria, Myanmar and elsewhere - all the policies are aimed at:

• Dividing the Muslim Ummah along the lines of nation states
• Weakening her through these divisions
• Running her affairs by secular capitalist systems.

Preventing Islam | a briefing paper on Prevent and ‘counter-extremism’ strategy in Britain
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The changing 
landscape in 
Britain

Countering ‘extremism’ under
the guise of ‘community cohesion’

Britain’s policy of multiculturalism, ended as 
state policy during the premiership of Tony 
Blair, aimed to assimilate migrant communities 
over generations. The idea was to allow the 
first generation of migrants to practice their 
customs in the hope that their children and 
grandchildren adopted secular liberal values. 

However, the Muslim community appeared 
unconvinced by these values. Moreover, the 
second and third generations seemed to yearn 
for an understanding of their Islamic identity 
much more. 

Hence, the switch to the more assertive 
‘muscular liberal approach’.
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38 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-casey-review-a-review-into-opportunity-and-integration
39 https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/dec/05/casey-report-criticised-for-focus-on-uk-muslim-communities
40 https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/commission-for-countering-extremism 
41 https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/huac
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The muscular liberal approach has been given 
renewed vigour by three policy steps in the UK. 
First of all, former PM David Cameron called for 
Dame Louise Casey to review matters relating to 
social integration [38]. The review was criticised 
for its disproportionate focus upon Muslims and 
effectively called for policies to address anything 
that conflicted with secular liberal thinking [39].

The second was the formation of a ‘counter-

extremism commission’ by the government [40]. 
This commission, operating at arm’s length from 
government, will effectively decide what does and 
does not fit the ill-defined term ‘extremism’ and 
advise public sector bodies on how to deal with 
this. It is not dissimilar to the House Committee 
on Un-American Activities that led witch hunts 
during the Cold War [41].

Thirdly, mentioned in the latest iteration of 
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the security strategy ‘Contest’ 1 (version 3) is a 
statement of intent by the government to have an 
‘integrated communities strategy’ [23], building 
on the thinking in the Casey review [38] - i.e. 
an assimilation strategy that is nothing less than 
targeting Islamic identity. As proposed in the 
consultation paper, this could include measures 
such as getting Ofsted to enforce the promotion 
“fundamental British Values” in the school 
curriculum (tantamount to indoctrination in 
secular thought); strict regulation of madrasahs, 
weekend religious classes and homeschooling; 
enforcing gender segregation in universities; 
setting up youth clubs and English classes to 
facilitation ‘integration’; and encouraging an 
Islamic reformation via calling for Muslims to 

make a clearer interpretation of Islam in the UK. 
By saying that “freedom to practise religion needs 
to be balanced against the rights and freedoms 
of others” they are saying they are willing to be 
oppressive by their own standards in to deal with 
Islam and Muslims [23].

“... second and third [Muslim] 
generations seemed to yearn for 
an understanding of their Islamic 
identity much more. 
Hence, the switch to the more 
assertive ‘muscular liberal 
approach’.”
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Achievements:

Prevent has ‘achieved’ two things - and both are bad. 

Firstly, by making teachers, doctors, local councils, police officers and the general public suspicious about 
the thoughts and behaviour of Muslims, it has demonised Islam and made Muslims look like a suspect 
community [42.] 

Secondly, it has succeeded in making some Muslims fearful of saying and doing things that make them look 
more ‘Islamic’ - or pushed them to say and do things that make them look less ‘extreme’.

It has it has been criticised and mistrusted by many of its stakeholders 
- including some doctors, teachers, police officers and members of the
Muslim community [43].

It has failed what it claimed it wanted to do - that is to stop acts of 
‘terror’. Indeed, some could argue by alienating and chasing young 
Muslims for their beliefs it could have made matters worse. The 
London Bridge attacker and Parson’s Green attackers were reported to 
the Prevent services, who did not stop these attacks [44], [45].

It makes some masajid and Imams fearful to address important issues 
that others talk about freely in the media and in schools, without any 
Islamic guidance. These include the ideas of Khilafah, Jihad, Shariah, 
Islam as a way of life, certain matters of belief - as well as topical issues 
such as the events in Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Yemen and elsewhere. 
If young people do not hear such matters being addressed from an 
Islamic viewpoint they will go to find such ideas elsewhere.

It has been relaunched twice - but continued to lose trust from 
Muslims [46], [47]. Many non-Muslims have been critical and rejected 
Prevent [48]. 

Failures: because Prevent is destructive, unjust and mistrusted, it is a failed policy.

All of this shows that confidence in Prevent has been shaken amongst crucial stakeholders and will fail and 
die unless something is done by the government.. 

“There is scant
evidence that
they will tackle 
the terrorism
we all want to
confront.”
Sir Peter Fahy, the former chief
constable of Greater Manchester
policing lead for Prevent, 
speaking about Prevent
proposals [3].

What has Prevent achieved
or failed to achieve?

42 http://www.irr.org.uk/news/spooked-how-not-to-prevent-violent-extremism/ 
43 http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/letters/prevent-will-have-a-chilling-effect-on-open-debate-free-speech-and-political-dis-
sent-10381491.html
44 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/06/world/europe/london-attack-uk.html 
45 http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-41327872
46 https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2005/aug/16/uksecurity.terrorism1
47 https://jointmuslimstatement.wordpress.com/ 
48 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/oct/19/uks-prevent-counter-radicalisation-policy-badly-flawed
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Calls for reform and rebrand: 
There have been many calls for reviewing, reforming 
or rebranding Prevent. The most prominent has 
been from the chairman of the Home Affairs Select 
Committee, Keith Vaz, who led an inquiry into 
radicalisation. He concluded that Prevent needs 
rebranding, to be called Engage, and that the Muslim 
community needs to do more to offer an alternative [49].

Using ‘counter-extremism’, ‘community-
cohesion’ and ‘integration’ to make Muslims 
secular [50]:
The government is meeting significant opposition to 
pass new laws to clamp down on ideas that it calls 
‘extreme’. This means they are not unlawful but go 
against secular liberal or capitalist values, or oppose 
British foreign policy [51]. Hence it uses Ofsted [52] 
in schools or the Charity Commission [53] to do 
some of the ‘police’ work in this. Now, it has set up 
an ‘extremism’ commission that will decide what is 
and is not acceptable in different walks of life. It is 
also expressed an intent to use proposed ‘integration’ 
policies [23] as part of its security policies [1] that 
will effectively be to assimilate Muslims. 

All of this shows ‘counter-extremism’ 
‘community-cohesion’ and ‘integration’ is 
more about preventing Islam and pushing 
‘westernisation’ (i.e. secular liberal values). 

Calls for Muslims to ‘do more’: 
Every time there is an incident of mass violence we 
hear calls for Muslims to ‘do more’ [54]. However, 
from the comments made by politicians and others, 
including Sir David Omand [55], one of the architects 
of Prevent, there is a need for Muslims to ‘own’ 
Prevent in order for the scheme to survive.
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49 http://5pillarsuk.com/2016/08/27/home-affairs-select-committee-call-for-a-rebrand-of-toxic-prevent-strategy/ 
50 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/theresa-may-conservative-manchester-attack-general-election-2017-commis-
sion-countering-extremism-a7759486.html 
51 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/10/24/governments-terror-watchdog-warns-against-creating-thought-crime/ 
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What is the future
for Prevent and
counter-extremism?

What’s wrong 
with Muslims 
‘owning’ Prevent 
or their own 
‘counter-extremism’ 
projects?
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• Implicitly validate the argument that it is certain
Islamic ideas that lead to violence, and so would
increase criticism of Islam.

Given the way the whole discussion is currently 
framed, the problem with Muslims ‘owning counter-
extremism’ projects would do the following: 

• This would put the community under even
greater pressure to approve state-sponsored
initiatives to suppress Islamic values in favour of
secular values, in order to show that say they are
doing something to ‘deal with extremism’.

• All of this would distract from the real causes like
the impact of foreign policy on ‘radicalisation’.

• In addition Muslims would be blamed that
they haven’t done enough and that they should
‘do more’ when any atrocity does occur - and
discredited in their efforts.

• As a result of the above points, those Muslims and
non-Muslims who have worked hard to expose
the injustices and flaws of Prevent, and ‘counter-
extremism’ thinking in general, will find their
efforts undermined.



`
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Tasked with creating a fictional character, a 10 year old student answered
questions he was tasked with (left). After having mistaken the word ‘terraced’
for ‘terrorist’ when asked about where the character lives, the bewildered
student incurred a home visit from the social worker and police officer the
very next day.  The police asked him and his family about terrorism, 
took the child’s laptop away and even tried to ascertain whether the
Mosque he attended is connected to terrorism. [56]

TERRORIST 
TERRACED
HOUSE...

56 http://www.preventwatch.org/terrorist-house-case/
57 https://www.opendemocracy.net/conflict-terrorism/britain_2713.jsp
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1. Muslims should be 100% against Prevent or any similar counter-extremism policy. We
should actively oppose these harmful and oppressive measure.
This is because they are so clearly targeted at our deen and not at stopping violence. That does not mean we 
are for ‘terrorism’ or violence.  It means we know what the agenda is, and we reject the idea that Islam leads 
to such criminal behaviour - the idea that underpins all these policies. And as for Muslims ‘leading’ on this 
security policy, it is the job of fighting crime is the  job of law enforcement agencies NOT the public.

2. Muslims should ‘immunise’ our community from any harms including these policies.
There are many harms for people in this society - including those intended by these policies aimed at attacking 
the deen of Islam. The effort to force secular liberal values onto the Muslim community has big implications for 
the beliefs and values of our young people. Our community - especially our youth - need more Islam not less. 
This means that within our community we need projects to protect and promote our Islamic identity not 
government-sponsored initiatives that have harmful motives. Indeed, a more Islamic explain and invite others 
to Islam. Our madrasahs need to incorporate certain key ideas that will protect an Islamic identity. Muslim 
parents need to consider how to raise kids with an Islamic ethos in the context of this aggressive secularisation 
drive. We have a duty to raise our youth with Islam in such a way that it prepares them for this challenge 
- and, indeed, to invite others to Islam with a clear understanding of our beliefs and deen, and with a
beautiful example of character and conduct.
3. Don’t hide Islam as a ‘way of life’!
Our community has to address burning questions and confused thinking for Muslim youth. One of the most 
damaging effects of Prevent has been to make masajid and Imams fearful to address important issues that 
others talk about freely in the media and in schools, without any Islamic guidance. These include the ideas 
of Khilafah, Jihad, Shariah, Islam as a way of life, certain matters of belief - as well as topical issues such as 
the events in Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Yemen and elsewhere. If young people do not hear such matters being 
addressed from an Islamic viewpoint they will go to find such ideas elsewhere. We need our masajid and 
Imams taking their responsibility to culture the community on ALL of Islam, not just selective bits.

4. Debate and discussion
We should welcome discussion and debate with those who think Prevent and current counter-’extremism’ has 
validity. It could be that some of its advocates in education, health, local councils, media etc will see its flawed 
unjust and politicised approach when they are engaged with. They might be appalled at the huge amounts of 
public money wasted on self-appointed experts at a time when public services are suffering. They might realise 
that if ‘alienation’ of Muslims within western countries is a driving factor, then the solution cannot be in a 
policy that has further alienated them. They might realise that the secular state’s efforts to assimilate diverse 
populations does little to harmonise society - a stark contrast from, for example, the Ottoman State’s more 
successful efforts to do this under Islam. [57] They might come to realise that the real drivers of violence acts 
of ‘terror’ is not the ‘conveyor belt’ theory or ideology -  but the ‘Blowback theory’ - i.e. more than a century 
of colonial foreign policy by western states that have destabilsed the Muslim world. It is the effects of this that 
cause so much harm. 
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